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Living in Maine, Celebrating the Earth

The Queen Bee
With the sun at its zenith, Summer
Solstice is a natural time to celebrate the
height of personal power and rulership of
our own lives. Sovereignty is the prerogative of royalty, and so it is fitting that
we turn our attention to the bee for, in
Egyptian hieroglyphics, the sign of the
bee indicated royalty. The bee is in fact
the most universally symbolic of all insects. In Greek and Near Eastern tradition, the bee was an emblem of the Great
Mother. One of Demeter’s titles was
“Pure Mother Bee,” and her priestesses
were the Melissae, or Bees. Other goddesses associated with the bee were Cybele, Diana, Artemis, and Rhea. Also,
the Biblical figure, Deborah, a ruler in Israel in
the Paleolithic era, took
the name of the Goddess
Incarnate, the “Queen
Bee.”
Some speculate that
the bee’s connection to
the Goddess may have
been an allusion to the monarchic organization of bee colonies. Others look to the
transcendental nature of bees who, like
birds, were seen as winged messengers
between the world of matter and the
world of spirit. In Celtic tradition, for
example, bees were believed to carry sacred wisdom from the spirit world, and
“telling the bees” was a way of sending
news to the souls of the departed.
Still others point to the great wealth
produced by the orderliness and industriousness of bees – honey – and find in its
miraculous creation and sweetness a

metaphor for the benevolence and abundance of the Goddess. Indeed, honey has
traditionally been thought of as the nectar
of the gods. Both Zeus and Dionysus
were said to have been fed honey by bees.
Also, in Hindu tradition, Vishnu, Krishna,
and Indra were called Madhava, the
“nectar-born ones,” and each one had the
bee as an attribute.
Honey was associated with the lifegiving and life-transforming waters of the
Goddess’s Living Womb, or Cauldron of
Life. Honey was, in ancient times, used
as a preservative, and the dead were embalmed in jars of honey, placed in the
fetal position to await rebirth. Honey was
also associated with menstrual blood, which was
called “moon-honey.”
Indeed, menstrual blood
was considered the source
of life, and in Hindu tradition the great Shiva was
lifeless until his penis was
washed with the vaginal
blood of Kali. Combining menstrual
blood with honey was at one time considered the universal elixir of life that kept
the gods alive. Thus, it is the bee’s ability
to make honey, a symbol of the regenerative blood of the Goddess, that connects
her to the Great Mother, and makes her
an avatar of the Queen of Heaven.
Sweet Blessings, Marigold
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Aesir to Zeus :

Book Reviews by Arwen Evenstar

Spiritual Journaling: Writing Your Way to Independence, by Julie Tallard Johnson is designed for teens and
young adults. While not specifically pagan in its orientation, it stresses things like
reconnecting to the natural
worlds, exploring sacred
places, and working with
dreams. Johnson includes
poems, spiritual exercises, and lots of great suggestions
for both kids and adults who work with them. For young
people trying to figure out who they are and where
they're going, Spiritual Journaling helps construct the
road map without ever being "preachy". Bindu Books,
$14.95

.Pocket Guide to Rituals, by
Kerri Connor, lots of great
ideas and information in a small
package. Going beyond the
eight sabbats, Connor presents
rituals for life passages
(including birthdays), getting a
new car or a new job, the first
snow, eclipses, and more. The
author uses an interesting format: first choose a theme; then
consider the colors to use; which crystals or stones;
what sort of incense, oils or herbs; how to decorate
your altar; and finally, the words of the ceremony itself. New Page, $9.99

Wicca for Beginners: Fundamentals of Philosophy and Practice, by
Thea Sabin, is an attempt to present a diverse view of the Craft in
a way that's accessible to
"Generation Hexers". She gets her
readers out into the natural world,
experiencing the elements for
themselves, rather then just reading about them. Sabin covers the
basics, but expects practitioners to
cussing focusing, ethics, tools, working alone or with others, and the different create their own pathworkings,
and doing the research and writing
types of magic. Then Lipp gives her readers what they need to construct effective magical workings with each of the elements, in a way that's both well necessary to create their own rituals. Llewellyn, $12.95.
thought out and well presented. Llewellyn, $16.95.
The Way of Four Spellbook:
Working Magic with the Elements, by Deborah Lipp, is a
follow up to her popular The
Way of Four. The author gives
us a book of spells, structured
by element, and all accessibly
no matter what your magical
style. She first gets town to
basics of spellworking, dis-

About the EarthTides Pagan Network
The Maine Pagan community is diverse, independent and geographically distant. We worship in
groups or alone, but sometimes need contact and a
shared forum to express our ideas and concerns for
this community.
The EarthTides Pagan Network was established in
1989 as a support resource for Maine Pagans. All
solitaries and groups are welcome to join.
A subscription to this newsletter is available for a

suggested donation of $11.00 per year. Single copies
may be obtained by sending a $1.50 donation and a
self-addressed, stamped envelope to: EPN, P.O. Box
161, E. Winthrop, ME 04343.
E-mail: epn@maine.rr.com

Submission deadline for the Lammas, 06
issue is June 30, 2006.
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Kitchen Witch: Honey Cakes
In ancient Greece at the Thesmophoria Festival
of Demeter, the “Pure Mother Bee,” worshippers
made honey cakes in the form of female genitals.
Here is a recipe for a modern honey cake. The instructions don’t tell you how to make them into the
traditional shape, so you will have to use your imagination!
1/2 cup Riesling wine
1/8 tsp. ground cinnamon
1/8 tsp. grated nutmeg
2 Tbsp. sugar

1 large egg
2/3 cup flour
dash of salt
1 cup honey

Beat the wine and egg in a bowl. In another
bowl, mix the flour, cinnamon, salt, and sugar. Add
the flour mixture to the egg mixture and blend well.
Let rest for thirty minutes. Meanwhile, combine the
honey and nutmeg in a small bowl.
Take a deep skillet or deep fryer and heat 1/2
inch of oil until hot but not smoking. Drop the batter
into the oil one tablespoon at a time. Fry until golden
brown. Drain on brown paper.
To eat, dip cakes into honey mixture. Be sure to
take enough honey so it drips down your chin!
Thank Goddess for the sweet things in life!
Marigold
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About the EarthTides Pagan Network News
This newsletter comes out eight times a year, around
the Sabbats. Literary, poetic and artistic contributions are welcome, as are opinion pieces. Please
keep submissions to no more than two pages, doublespaced. Please submit on disk or e-mail to
anu_dudley@umit.maine.edu
Subscribers' names, addresses and other personal information are kept confidential except to other network members. EPN will aid in establishing contact
between individuals, but accepts no legal responsibility for the results.

All signed articles and artwork are the property of
their creators, and ads are the property of our advertisers; these may not be used elsewhere without permission.
All other content is copyright © 2006 EarthTides Pagan Network, all rights reserved. The EarthTides Pagan Network News and the EarthTides name and
"Moon-over-Maine" logo are copyright © 2006
EarthTides Pagan Network, and may not be used
without written permission of the EPN Council.
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EPN T-Shirts

Green Witch:
Bee Balm (Melissa officinalis)
Also called lemon balm, lemon balsam, and
Melissa, this wonderful perennial herb is a favorite in my garden where I encourage it to grow
along the edge of the path so I can brush its leaves
and smell its uplifting fragrance whenever I pass
by. Rubbed on a bee hive, it is believed to attract
new bees or keep the old ones from swarming
(hence the name “bee balm”).

In case you missed it, EPN still
has a few more of our beautiful
T-Shirts available for sale. This
design sports the original EPN
logo and is available in Birch,
Sand and Natural.
$15.00 S,M,L,XL
$17.00 2X Order now!
Please add: $4.00 shipping
E.P.N. P.O. Box 161,
E. Winthrop, ME 04343.

It is easily
made into teas,
either using
fresh or dried
leaves, or alcohol-based tinctures. The flavor and aroma
are really delicious, and its
effects are
calming and
soothing (hence
Line Drawing: Britton, N.L., and A.
Brown. 1913. An Illustrated Flora of the name “bee
balm” again), a
the Northern United States and
good relaxing
Canada, Second Edition.
See Photo on front page
or bedtime

Looking for a different kind of scouting experience
for your kid?

drink. Folklore suggests soaking the leaves in
wine for several hours to make an aphrodisiac
drink! Ruled by the Moon and of the Water element, bee balm is used magically in healing incense and sachets. It can also be used in spells for
success.
Bee Well, Marigold

We are an eclectic, nature-based Pagan Circle. We
seek to help boys and girls cultivate a holistic spiritual
worldview as they learn, work and play together. Children are actively involved in creating and directing
their own learning in an inclusive, accepting and nurturing environment. We have openings for girls and
boys ages 5-12.

Discover Spiral Scouts!

Experience Hypnosis In The
Comfort and Privacy Of Your Home
9 titles to choose from!

Becoming the Goddess, Sleep, Memory
Intuition, Spirit Contact and more!

By: Janet I. Decker, C.Ht.
Unconditionally Guaranteed when purchased from
www.Hypnotherapyservices.com

For more information, contact: Lisa Marie:
423-5184, lmlinen@usm.maine.edu
Nikki: 929-3574, nikmat@psouth.net
Hope: 799-1912,

Listen to sound clips online!
Information: (800) 260-3677 or E-mail

Endorsed by Ann Moura,
author of Green Witchcraft I,
II, and III

jd@hypnotherapyservices.com
Also available from Amazon.com

beckers@gwi.net
www.spiralscouts.org
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Urban by Nature: People Rhythms
If most of us were to list what we think of when we
hear the word nature we would likely compile a
long list of creatures and plants. We would list the
trees, the birds, the bugs, the ocean, the mountains,
the rivers and the wildflowers. We could describe
times that we have seen the cycles of nature in the
appearance of spring flowers, of young squirrels in
the park, the changing of the leaves and the coming
of winter snows. We could compile a list pages
long but many of us would leave out one important
thing...us.
Human beings are as much a part of nature as all
those plants and animals that we would put on our
list yet we more often than not see ourselves as being apart from it. We evolved right along side the
tree and the badger. We eat, breathe and breed just
as the squirrel and wildflowers do. As pagans we
many of us seek to reestablish our connections with
nature and often we do that by learning the names of
the creatures around us and learning what their
rhythms and cycles are. People have their rhythms
and cycles too. If we are going to seek a reconnection to nature, we need to learn the rhythms of all of
the creatures around us, including ourselves. By
seeing how we too have our cycles and rhythms we
can deepen our connection to nature and no longer
see ourselves as apart from it. The city is an ideal
place to observe the cycles of humans and people
watching is rarely not entertaining.
The changes that mark the flow of each season can
be large or small. Here in Portland the approach of
winter is seen in the appearance of sand barrels on
hills that tend to become slippery in snow and ice
storms. Pedestrians begin to pile on the layers and
faces disappear beneath colorful hats and scarves.
The way people walk changes too. In colder
weather and on windy days, chins are touched to
chests as people bend in close to keep warm. In
Portland the first snow storm parking ban is a sign
that winter has truly arrived. The annual tree lighting ceremony and the multicolored light displays
remind me that it is time to start this year's batch of

I believe that we have merely
lost touch with our own rhythms
and how they blend and flow
with the rhythms of nature
around us. Had we never lost
that beat then perhaps the harm
we have done would not have occurred, and if we can find it
again, we can begin to heal what
damage has been done.
rum fruitcake if it is to be well seasoned in time for
Yule.
Spring's approach is often marked by changes of attitude. As the days lengthen people here in Maine get
early cases of spring fever. I have seen legs peaking
out from shorts as early as April 1! There is a shift in
attitude as the winter layers begin to come off and I
begin to see the faces of those I pass on the way to
work each day. Restaurants with sidewalk fronts put
out tables on any day that the temperature is above 50
degrees. It becomes easier to get out to see friends.
One of the first signs of the coming summer in this
city is the appearance of the farmers' market in
Monument Square. Street musicians begin to appear
in the Old Port and a warm spring day brings sounds
of jazz, folk and reggae music to the streets of Portland. Our final sign that summer is truly upon us?
The arrival of 'people from away' also known as tourists. Accents abound in Portland during the summer
months. Cruise ships bring in site seers from all over
the world to visit our city. People watching is at its
best during this time. At Portland's many outdoor
concerts and theater events I find the crowd is often
as interesting to watch as the performance.
Autumn brings school buses and yard sales. The
(Continued on page 6)
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Urban by Nature (Continued)
(Continued from page 5)

boats at Portland Yacht Services and Spring Point
Marina are taken out of the water and covered in blue
tarps in preparation for winter storage. Towards the
end of October the farmers at the market will be less
and less until early November when they leave until
next summer.

observe how the moon's cycle effects those people
around me, by noting in my journals what the moon
phase is when I write, I am able to track how I am
influenced by it. I also use the moon to track my
menstrual cycle and can predict each phase of my
cycle by that of the moon's.

Our culture has placed humans outside of nature for
It isn't just the observation of what goes on around me thousands of years. The monotheistic religions that
but also how my own cycles flow with the changes of have done much to shape the world view over the
the seasons. Winter tends to make me introspective
past two thousand years, tend to place us above naand turns me into a bit of a nester. I cook a lot of sa- ture. That we are to somehow master it and use it
vory soups, stews and pies. My crochet needle is busy for our own purpose no matter the consequence.
all winter long making items for
home and friends. Hot tea and
mulled wine become favorite drinks
during the winter months. When
Spring arrives I feel myself awakening. My creativity turns from my
crochet needles to writing and
drawing. I stretch more like I am
awakening from a nap. I find my

There is also a more modern
viewpoint that sees us as some
scourge of the earth, undeserving
of a place in nature because of the
ecological harm our species has
done. I think that we are neither.
I believe that we have merely lost
touch with our own rhythms and
how they blend and flow with the

walk to and from work takes on a less frantic pace as I rhythms of nature around us. Had we never lost that
am able to feel the sun on my face at the end of the
beat then perhaps the harm we have done would not
day for the first time in many months.
have occurred, and if we can find it again, we can
begin to heal what damage has been done.
Summer pulls my hands to the soil. I have a small
patch of garden that I tend in the back yard. I watch as If that connection can be made in the places where it
the perennials break through the ground and I see what seems least likely to be found, if we can find the
plants survived winter and what I will put in the space rhythm again in the places that many see as the epitleft vacant by those that did not. I take walks up the
ome of controlling and dominating nature, such as in
hill near our apartment to watch the sunset. As auour cities and within ourselves, than that connection
tumn comes I take longer walks in the evenings, as
can be found anywhere.
though I can save up the last of the warm sun to take
me through the winter. I search through the storage
Joie Grandbois
area in the basement to find the box of hats, mittens
and scarves that we will soon need in winter. My reci- Joie Grandbois is a writer, pagan and activist who
pes will contain more root vegetables as that is what is lives in Portland, Maine with her partner and their
three furry babies. She writes a companion blog to
available at the market.
this column, also called Urban by Nature. It can be
There are shorter cycles to watch too. I try to take the found at http://urbanbynature.blogspot.com. Please
time to step outside each evening and view the moon stop by for a visit.
if it is up and visible. I often watch the moon rise
from the Eastern Promenade. While it can be difficult
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Starcat’s Corner: Faeries, Flowers and Fun
you hold your intent in your mind or chant it out
Happy Litha! How does your spiritual garden
loud. Or weave your intent into a flower crown and
grow? The energy of the Sun is at its highest now,
wear it as a symbol of your work toward your goals.
and the fruits of summer are beginning to show. But
there's still a lot of work to be done before the final
harvests. Lots of weeding, watering, and,
yes...waiting. You may find that you'd like some help
with the work you set out to do on this time 'round the
Wheel. Midsummer Eve is the perfect time to ask for
that help from the faerie realm. It’s also a fortuitous
time to reaffirm your goals, and celebrate the progress
you’ve made thus far.
Faerie energy can bring
a big boost to the projects
you're working on. Of
course, you should approach your request for help
with lots of reverence and
mirth. Gifts are essential:
put out libations of milk or
mead, and maybe add some
chocolate, herbs and shiny
trinkets. Leave the offerings

Be sure to also leave time to relax and enjoy the
summer. Litha is a good time for celebrating both
work and leisure, and if you have been using the
fiery springtime energy to plant, weed and water
your spiritual garden, it may be time for a rest. Getting away from your projects for a time can also reinin the forest or a flowery place in your yard. Dusk
vigorate your dedication to them (that whole
and dawn are special times for the faeries, so you
“absence makes the heart grow fonder” thing). Get
may want to do some outdoor meditation, communing with them at those times when the tides of energy out into the warm weather for a hike, build some
sand castles, or play Frisbee. Invite yourself back
are turning.
into the practice of mindfulness, of just being in the
If the fae folk agree to help you, be sure you're
moment and enjoying the sensations, without worry
very clear about your needs and intent. They can, of
course, be more wild and mischievous than you might or strain.
A balanced combination of work and play, along
expect or want. Ask them what they'd like in return
with
the help you’ll receive from the faeries, will
for their help (“more chocolate, please!”). Then be
ready to open yourself to the energy of these elemen- give your spiritual garden a boost that you’ll notice
tal nature spirits. Midsummer’s Eve is especially sa- on many levels. Your work on your projects will
become more pleasurable and fruitful, and by Lamcred to the faeries, and they are more likely than
mas, you may notice that the first harvest is even
usual to visit us on that night, so you might want to
more plentiful than you thought it could be. I wish
welcome them into your Litha ritual.
you patience, faerie energy, joyful toil and producMidsummer’s Eve is also a time of great
tive leisure this Litha!
magickal power. Re-dedicate yourself to the goals
you set out on Imbolc. Give thanks for the progress
you’ve made so far, and channel energy into the work Starcat
Starcat works on her own spiritual garden at her
yet to be done. As you celebrate your success, you’ll
homestead
in southern Maine, and on her weblog at
find that your enthusiasm for achieving the goals inhttp://www.starcat.freakwitch.net.
creases. If you have a Litha bonfire, leap over it as
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Calendar of Events
NOTE: If you'd like your event included in our calendar of events,
please send us an e-mail, with Calendar Listings as the subject, to
grove@ctel.net before the deadline for the issue in which you'd like it
listed. Each issue of the newsletter lists the next deadline on the
front page.
If you would like an extra copy of this calendar to post on a public
bulletin board, please feel free to photocopy it freely. If you know a
business in your area which would like to post one, please send the
information to the above e-mail address and we'll add it to the mailing
list.

be a member of EPN, or even a subscriber to this newsletter, to list an
event here. All we ask is that events be non-profit -- that is, that any fees
for participating not exceed the reasonable cost of putting on the event -and submitted to us by e-mail or post by the publication deadline. (Those
planning for-profit events are welcome to avail themselves of our very
affordable advertising opportunities.)

We make no claim as to the value or safety of any of these events, and
caution our readers to rely on their own best judgment when assessing
any situation, particularly those involving strangers. That said, we also
encourage you to participate in as wide a spectrum of the Pagan comAs a service to the Pagan community, we seek to list as many events munity as you can, both for your own enjoyment and because our comas possible that would be of interest to Maine Pagans. You need not munity needs your positive energy and good fellowship.
June
11 Full Moon
Silver Cauldron's Litha in Saco at 4:00. Details, RSVP, and
directions from oldelucy@maine.rr.co 207-282-1491
or frausull@adelphia.net , 207-642-3778.
17 Tentative date open Summer King ritual with Immanent Grove
in Sidney, 4:00 PM. Details from grove@ctel.net.
17 Open Litha circle at Forest Sanctuary in Jay. Arrive after 5pm
circle @ 6pm, details: forestsanctuary@yahoo.com.
21 Summer Solstice
25 New Moon
July
4 Mercury retrograde in Leo
10 Full Moon
24 New Moon
28 Mercury direct in Cancer. NOW you can call your ex.
29 Open Lughnasadh circle at Forest Sanctuary in Jay. Arrive
after 5:00, circle at 6:00, details from forestsanctuary@yahoo.com
30 Silver Cauldron's Lammas at 4:00 in Saco. Details, RSVP, and
Directions from oldelucy@maine.rr.co 207-282-1491
or frausull@adelphia.net , 207-642-3778.
August
1 Lammas or Lughnasad Sabbat
9 Full Moon
12 Maine Pagan Pride Day in Portland.
http://www.maineppd.org
23 New Moon
September
7 Full Moon and Lunar Eclipse
17 Silver Cauldron's Mabon at 4:00 in Saco. Details, RSVP, and
Directions from oldelucy@maine.rr.co 207-282-1491
or frausull@adelphia.net , 207-642-3778.
22-24
Common Ground Country Fair—Unity, ME. Join us at
our booth to meet and talk with other Pagans, and to edu
cate the public. Great books, bumper stickers and MORE

23 Autumnal Equinox. Open Mabon circle at Forest Sanctuary in Jay.
Arrive after 5:00, circle at 6:00, details from
forestsanctuary@yahoo.com.
30 Norse Blot at Ironwood Hollow in Sidney. Drinking age only. Norse
all-night toasting/blessing mead ritual. We’ll need firm early RSVP,
in order to supply sufficient beverages, so that’s why the early
announcement. Not restricted to Norse practitioners! For details
and directions, e-mail grove@ctel.net.
Monthly Events
Open Circles in Lubec, Third Thursday of each month at 7:00 PM. Circle meetings are open to all like-minded individuals. Different subject each month. For details & directions, call733-4999.
Druidry/Pagan Practice and Training, Bar Mills. For further information,
contact Kevin at shazthod@sacoriver.net. These are two-hour
sessions, held one Sunday afternoon per month, and open to
beginners and more advanced practitioners; participants of all
Pagan paths are welcome.
Pagan Coffee Klatch, Quilting Bee and Clothing Swap. Gardiner. For
further information, contact Jani at fritti.cat@verizon.net.
Acorn Circle: 5:30-7:00 PM the fourth Wednesday of each month @
Sam’s Restaurant in Lisbon Falls. Acorn Circle is an eclectic
American Wiccan group with degree training worships at Sabbats
and Esbats. All training is free and done entirely on a voluntary
basis. If you are interested in joining the group and/or learning
more, e-mail: vernalnox1@yahoo.com. Adults only.
Monthly Full Moon rituals in Phippsburg. Whispering Grove Labyrinth
of Spiritual Community is an open community not affiliated with
any particular tradition or religion. Contact: 207-389-2423 or labyrinth@whisperinggrove.com
Portland Pagan Meet-up Group, third Sundays at Boarder's Cafe in
South Portland, 6:00 PM. Interested people please sign up on the
Meet-up website, http://pagan.meetup.com/361/ or http://
groups.msn.com/MysticalMaineMoon
Pagan Home-schooler's Each Wednesday before the full moon , a
group meets in Standish from 9:00 to Noon. call (207) 642-5045.
Online resources page:
http://www.frappr.com/mep is an on-line site that maps the location
of voluntarily supplied Pagan folks in Maine. Check it out, add
yourself, meet some fellow Pagans in your area!
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Networking
The people and groups listed here are mentioned because they have done two things: They have volunteered to serve as points of
contact for those seeking Pagan community, and they have agreed to follow a set of basic rules of ethical conduct. Any person or
group may be listed here by subscribing to this newsletter and agreeing to those expectations; please contact EPN to arrange such a
listing.
EPN has no interest in serving as the "Pagan police," and explicitly supports the autonomy of each person and group in matters of
faith, belief and worship. The Maine Pagan community encompasses a wide variety of people and practices, and seekers are cautioned that any person or activity that makes you uncomfortable is probably wrong for you.
Groups and individuals who seek networking opportunities but are reluctant to sign the Standards are encouraged to take advantage of our advertising columns.

Day celebrations open to the community. Contact Thea or
Harry, 282-1491 or oldewtch@maine.rr.com

AUGUSTA AREA

Bill and Johanna Chellis. Pantheists working with the circle, wheel and labyrinth. 685-3860
SPECIAL INTERESTS
Immanent Grove. A fellowship of practicing Pagans of all
persuasions. Members pursue their own personal relationships with the Gods. We're interested in corresponding with experienced Pagans who would like to work
with us. Harper and Arwen, Immanent Grove, Box 2328
Middle Road, Sidney, ME 04330

OXFORD HILLS AREA

Deaf Pagans. I would love to meet Deaf adults who are
Pagan and other Pagan parents of Deaf children. Ede,
353-6202 (V/TTY) or ede@clinic.net
PanCraft. Pagan artists, musicians and others beloved of
the Muses get together to share their work and honor the
Deities who inspire them. Harper and Arwen, Box 2328
Middle Road, Sidney, ME 04330

ONLINE RESOURCES

Khyrohn Ni Mara. Eclectic Wiccan focusing on healing
through herbs and drumming. RR1 Box 2606, N. Water- EPN website http://www.earthtides.org
ford, ME 04267. 583-4215.
Maine Pagan Resource Page,

http://www. janeraeburn.com/maine
Maine Pagan Clergy Association website,
http://www.mainepaganclergy.org
Temple of Brigantia. Wiccan group honoring the Goddesses and Gods of Britain and Rome. Offering open Full Maine Pagan Mailing List, to join send blank email to mepagan-subscribe@egroups.com
Moon rituals and accepting selected candidates for apEPN
Mailing
List (open to newsletter subscribers
prenticeship. Jane/Cassius, 646-6634 or temple@janeraeburn.com
only), to join send blank e-mail to:
earthtides-subscribe@egroups.com
Circle of the Silver Cauldron, Atlantic. Eclectic Wiccan
Maine Pagan Politics List, to join send blank e-mail
coven emphasizing creativity and self-development. Great
to meppolitics-subscribe@egroups.com
PORTLAND/YORK COUNTY

BE A PART OF EPN
Stay connected with the community! Annual subscription is $11.00 for 8 issues of this newsletter.

NAME: ______________________________________

ZIP CODE: ___________________________________

ADDRESS:____________________________________

E-MAIL ADDRESS:____________________________

CITY:________________________________________

This is a (check one):
___ New membership

STATE: ______________________________________

___ Renewal

Mail to: EPN, P.O. Box 161, E. Winthrop, ME 04343.

EPN
P.O. Box 161
E. Winthrop, ME 04343
www.earthtides.org

